Lack of correlation between intercellular junctional communication, p21rasEJ expression, and spontaneous metastatic properties of rat mammary cells after transfection with c-H-rasEJ or neo genes.
The loss of intercellular junctional communication between rat 13762NF mammary carcinoma cells and their spontaneous metastatic potentials from the mammary fat pad show a high degree of correlation. We examined a stable, benign, completely junctionally coupled cell clone (MTC.4) of this system after calcium phosphate-mediated transfection with c-H-rasEJ/pSV2neo and control pSV2neo-containing plasmids. There was a good correlation between the copy numbers of c-H-rasEJ incorporated into MTC.4 cells and their contents of p21rasEJ; however, there was not always a correspondence between spontaneous metastatic potential and copy number of c-H-rasEJ or amount of p21rasEJ. After c-H-rasEJ/pSV2neo transfection, some MTC.4 cells lost intercellular junctional communication and became spontaneously metastatic, although some nonmetastatic transfectants also had low percentages of junctionally coupled cells. One of the control pSV2neo transfectants also became metastatic and lost intercellular junctional coupling, and calcium phosphate treatment itself resulted in increased growth rates at mammary fat pad sites and a marginal increase in incidence of spontaneous metastases, both of which preceded loss of intercellular junctional coupling in some cells. Examination of 12 subclones derived from two cloned transfectants, however, revealed a poor correlation between spontaneous metastatic potential and intercellular junctional coupling. The results suggest that loss of junctional communication between cells is often but not always associated with the progression of cells from benign to metastatic states.